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Buy with a clear conscience
PostNord gives high priority to respecting the
environment. From now on all strips will proudly bear
an FSC label, which confirms that the product has been
printed in an environmentally friendly manner – meaning
that you can buy with a clear conscience. FSC (Forest
Stewardship Council®) is an international, non-profit
labelling scheme for wood and paper products.
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“The changing seasons are one of the most charming
aspects of living in the north. There is always something
to enjoy – even in the winter months,” says Claus Dalby,
the artist and photographer behind the five new stamps
bearing images of beautiful winter flowers. Claus Dalby is
a man of many talents: gardener, photographer, TV
celebrity, author and publisher. And he can now delight in
the knowledge that correspondents in Denmark will have
the chance to decorate their letters with some of
his wonderful bouquets.
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>> Nordia 2017

>> The complete collection

Biggest philatelic
event ever held in
Jutland
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Bertil Skov Jørgensen is the artist
who created the designs for the three Nordia
2017 exhibition labels. At the stamp show,
you can have them cancelled with the special
exhibition frank that features a motif from
the Jelling Rune Stones.

NORDIA 2017
BERTIL S. JØRGENSEN

Stamps tell stories
Each stamp comes with its own story. When you open the yearbook, all the stories unfold before you, becoming a living record
of the year 2017. All the stories are accompanied by attractive
photos and illustrations – and you naturally receive all this year’s
stamps and minisheets as well. The yearbook comprises
68 pages, and the text is written in Danish and English.
Date of issue: 28 September 2017.

Exhibition labels with motifs from Vejle
To mark the Nordia 2017 event, PostNord is issuing three
exhibition labels featuring local motifs from Vejle. The motifs,
show a view of the famous Vejle Fjord Bridge, the multitude of
colorful umbrellas floating high above Vejle Midtpunkt, and a
cross-section of the distinctive Bølgen (Wave) housing complex
located on the shores of Vejle Fjord. The labels will be on sale at
Nordia 2017 in all values from DKK 8 and up, and as from 27
October you will also be able to buy them online from the Nordfrim webshop: www.nordfrim.dk. If you already have an exhibition
label subscription, you will receive a set of the three values shown
here on the date of issue, 2 January 2018.

NORDIA 201 7
BERTIL S. JØRGENSEN

Top-class
year products

NORDIA 201 7
BERTIL S. JØRGENSEN

The exhibition, which is being arranged by Vejle Frimærkeklub
(Vejle Stamp Club) and the Danish Philatelic Federation in partnership with PostNord, is being held concurrently with the 4th International Polar Philatelic Exhibition. In addition to the chance to
meet a host of traders and mail companies, you can look forward
to all kinds of fascinating specialist exhibitions – including possibly
the biggest Danish-West Indian special exhibition ever.

DANMARK

DKK 489.00

28 masterpieces
Buy the 2017 year set to secure a complete collection of this
year’s stamps and minisheets. The year set contains all 28
special stamps issued this year, including three minisheets, all
beautifully mounted on black presentation cards. Texts in
Danish and English.
Date of issue: 28 September 2017.
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Make sure you’re there when Nordia 2017, the giant
Nordic stamp exhibition, opens its doors at the DGI-Huset
exhibition center in Vejle from 27 through 29 October.

Year set
17ÅRS

NORD

17NO
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25.00

PRICE: DKK 49.00

Minisheet to celebrate Nordia
A new version of the minisheet comprising images of three vintage
cars will be issued to mark the opening of Nordia 2017. The stamps
themselves are the same, but as a new element, the Nordia logo
has been printed along the edge of the sheet, which also features
the official date of Nordia 2017. You can buy the minisheet at the
exhibition, and if you have a subscription for either minisheets or
cancelled minisheets, you will automatically receive the new sheet
in connection with the issue on 2 January 2018.

Yearbook
17ÅRB

DKK 549.00

1716MA

PRICE: DKK 75.00

SEPTEMBER 2017
PostNord Stamps
Hedegaardsvej 88
DK-2300 Copenhagen S

Publication of
2018 programme

Buy stamps
from DFF
The Danish Philatelic Federation
(Danmarks Filatelist Forbund, DFF)
webshop sells both Danish and

PostNord will be publishing the stamp programme for 2018 at Nordia 2017.
If you would like to see the topics and some of the motifs, make sure to come along
on Friday 27 October at 13.00 or on Saturday 28 October – also at 13.00 – when
Martin Pingel, Design Manager, will officially unveil the stamps. The programme
itself will be published on 1 November 2017 at www.postnord.dk/filateli

Swedish stamps – not only the latest
issues, but also stamps that have long
since sold out at PostNord.
To see the impressive selection,
go to www.newstamps.dk
(Only in Danish)
The prices are the nominal values of

VI

the stamps.

Franking at Enigma
Following a long break, Enigma (formerly the Post & Tele Museum) is once again ready
to start cancelling stamps on the date of issue. This service will next be offered on
28 September, when the museum post office will be selling and cancelling products
from 11.00 through 18.00. On the same occasion, you will have the chance to meet
Claus Dalby, who will be taking part in an interview at 14.00 and then signing first day
covers.
For details of other events at the museum, visit: www.enigma.dk (Only in Danish)
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Method of printing: Flexo
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Next issue

Use the Post App to buy stamps and find

www.postnord.dk/netbutik

@danskefrimaerker

Distribution in mid-December 2017.
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therefore not always be considered final versions.
You can download the Post App from

5041-0004
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>> Winter Flowers

